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SEPTEMBER 12, 1995
The Faculty Senate meeting was called to order at 3:35 p.m. on September 12, 1995. President
Harry Llull presided. The meeting was held in the Kiva.
Senators present: Alok Bohara (Economics), James Boone (Anthropology), Judith Brillman

(Emergency Medicine), Jane Bruker (Gallup), Beverly Burris (Sociology), Tom DeCoster
(Orthopaedics), Victor Delclos (Education}, Charles Fleddermann (Electrical & Computer
Engineering), Karen Foss (Communication & Journalism), Patrick Gallacher (English), John
Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Deborah Graham (Health Sciences Library), Roy
Johnson (Civil Engineering), William Johnson (Biology), William Kane (Education), Peggy Kelley
(Surgery), Craig Kelsey (Education), Tom Kyner (Mathematics & Statistics), Larry Lavender
(Theatre & Dance), Harry Llull (General Library), George Luger (Computer Science), Deborah
Mcfarlane (Public Administration), Richard Melzer (Valencia), Christine Nathe (Surgery &
Dental Hygiene), Donald Neaman (Electricial & Computer Engineering), Eliz.abeth Nielsen
(Education), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Ed Reyes (Pharmacology), Gloria
Sarto (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Howard Schreyer (Mechanical Engineering), Fred Schueler
(Philosophy), Avarham Shama (Anderson Schools of Management), Kim Sorvig (Architecture &
Planning), Scott Taylor (Law), Henry Trewhitt (Psychology), Maurice Wildin (Mechanical
Engineering), Sherman Wilcox (Linguistics), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry), Nancy Ziegler
(Gallup)
Senators absent: Anthony Cardenas (Spanish & Portuguese), Monica Cyrino (Foreign

Languages & Literatures), Blaine Hart (Radiology), Andrew Hsi (Pediatrics), Stephen Preskill
(Education)
Excused absences: Steven Block (Music), Ernest Dole (Pharmacy), Kees Onneweer

(Mathematics & Statistics)
President Llull thanked senators who attended the Faculty Senate Orientation on August 29 and
30. He stated this meeting would be an organizational meeting to bring senators up-to-date on
issues and inform new senators of meeting procedures.
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The agenda was approved as distributed.
2. APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES (MAY 9, 1995)

The summarized minutes of the May 9, 1995 meeting were approved with three corrections:
Senator Boone's and Senator Broker's names will be stricken from the absent listing; the
word "and" will be stricken from the sentence " ... student outcomes and assessment. .. "
which appears in the last paragraph on page 4, fourth line from the bottom.
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3. APPROVAL OF DEGREE CANDIDATES FOR SUMMER SESSION 1995
The graduation list of degree candidates for Summer Session 1995 was approved.
4. APPROVAL OF CHANGES TO 1995-96 MEMBERSHIP LIST
Changes made to Faculty Senate committee appointments since the May 9, 1995, meeting
were approved. In addition to the changes listed on a hand out from Vice-President
Wildin, Richard Melzer will represent Valencia Campus on the Undergraduate Committee.
As additional appointments or amendments are made, they will be presented for Senate
approval.
5. RESOLUTION FROM OPERATIONS COMMITTEE - CHARLES
FLEDDERMANN
Senator Charles Fleddermann presented the resolution from the Senate Operations
Committee. After deliberation and discussion the resolution was amended and adopted as
follows:

RESOLUTION FROM THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
With the current debate in congress and the recent actions by the board of regents
of the University of California system, the role of affirmative action at universities
nationwide has come into question. This has been reflected on our own campus by
the number of articles in the Daily Lobo, and Campus News exploring the nature
and future of affirmative action at UNM. At the Faculty Senate orientation
meetings held in August, affinnative action was identified as an important campus
issue.
Therefore, the Faculty Senate requests that the UNM administration make a
presentation at the October 10, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting on UNM's policy
and practice of affinnative action. A written outline with the most pertinent
information should be forwarded to the University Secretary in time to be included
in the agenda packet distributed to senators before the meeting. Following the
presentation, there will be an open discussion by the Faculty Senate to identify
principles to be incorporated into a resolution which will be voted on by the Senate
at its November meeting.
6. ANNOUNCEMENTS - SENATE PRESIDENT
Senate President Harry Llull made the following announcements:

•

•

Faculty Senate meetings for 1995-96 have been scheduled for Tuesdays, preceding the
Board of Regents monthly meetings on Thursdays, which may be either on the first or
second week of the month.
Issues for Regents Subcommittees or Facuity Senate Committees should be directed to the
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•

•
•

•

•
•

•

designated Operations Committee liaison(s). An updated listing of Operations
Committees liaisons was included in the infonnation packet distributed at this meeting.
One senator at-large vacancy and a vacancy in Nursing have occurred since the May 9,
1995 meeting. The senate representative from the College of Nursing will be announced
soon.
Introduced University Secretary Vivian Valencia, and Mari Ulibarri, Administrative
Assistant.
Reported Vivian Valencia will facilitate the updating of all sections of the Faculty
Handbook (except section B, Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure). Requested
suggestions/input from faculty willing to contribute their expertise on content or edi~L'e.
Called for nominations for faculty willing to serve on a small task force committee.slS.6Utcf'
be sent to the Office of the University Secretary. Kate Menual, Graduate Student (Public
Administration) will assist the University Secretary and will work closely with faculty on
this project.
Suggested procedural changes for the distribution of Faculty Senate minutes which would
incorporate: more expanded Senate actions and notes for immediate release to all faculty
and administrators; draft of full Senate minutes available on UNM Gopher; approved
minutes distributed only to those on the Faculty Senate distribution list; and full minutes
available to anyone upon request to the Office of the University Secretary. Senators did
not object to the proposed process.
Recognized Senate Vice-President Wtldin's commendable work on the organization of
Faculty Senate committee assignments.
Professor Louise Lamphere (Anthropology) has been appointed to the University Planning
Council. Professor Lamphere also serves on the Tuition and Enrollment Subcommittee of
the University Planning Council. A representative from the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee has been appointed to the Tuition and Enrollment and Budgeting and Planning
Subcommittees of the University Planning Council and the Student Fee Review Board.
Provided informational updates on the Post-Tenure Review Task Force Committee and
Core Competencies Committee. Representatives from Medicine, Pharmacy, and Nursing
have been added to the Post-Tenure Review Task Force Committee. The chair of the
Core Competencies Committee continued its work during the summer and will be meeting

soon.
•

•

•

A follow-up meeting with representatives who attended the statewide universities'
workshop on post-tenure review held at UNM on June 19, 1995, has been scheduled for
September 22, 1995, at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, in Socorro,
New Mexico.
Committees for administrative reviews of Vice-President John Sobolewski (CIRT), and
the Provost's administrative staff have been established and will be chaired by Interim
Dean Nasir Ahmed, College of Engineering and DeanTom Dodson, College of Fine Arts,
respectively.
Reported on the reorganization of administrative authority: the Athletic Department and
Parking Services will report to the Vice President for Business and Finance; Admissions
and the Registrar's Office will report to the Provost\Vice President for Academic Affairs;
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•

•

and Associate Vice- Presidents Karen Glaser and Matthew Padilla will jointly serve as
interim Vice-Presidents for Student Affairs.
A meeting of the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee will be convened to detennine if
this committee is willing to address individual faculty concerns relating to the College of
Education receivership issues.
Briefly reviewed UNM's 96-97 legislative requests (included in the agenda packet).

7. COMMENTS - PROVOST
Provost Mary Sue Coleman welcomed senators for the 1995-96 academic year, and reported
on the following:

The decrease of three precent funding from state agency budgets, as mandated by
Governor Gary Johnson could cost UNM' s academic affairs departments about $1. 7
million. (Higher Education is the only branch of state-funded education that was not
exempt from the funding rollbacks.) The UNM administration is trying to convince the
governor to reverse his decision. Provost Coleman urged senators and faculty to
participate in this effort by contacting legislators about the impact these budget rollbacks
could have on the university. She has issued a directive with guidelines to deans and
directors and others responsible for main campus I&G budgets to prepare a plan to reduce
their unit's 95-96 budget by 1.84%. The state general fund shortfall for 95-96 is estimated
at $65 million. In the event this decrease in funding becomes permanent, UNM would
not administer budget cuts across-the-board, and every effort will be made to not affect
teaching areas.
• The Regents will consider the latest draft revision ofUNM's Strategic Plan for final
adoption at their meeting on September 14, 1995. Many external constituencies who were
sent the Strategic Plan for input did not offer suggestions as to its revision, but thanked
UNM for informing them what the university hopes to accomplish. The adopted Strategic
Plan will be publicized widely to external communities.
• In addition to new faculty orientation, a two-day faculty teaching workshop was offered
for the first time this year. Evaluations received for this program indicated it was very
well presented in some areas; suggested improvements will be embodied in next year's
session. Additional workshops requested by this group of faculty will be offered during
the year.
• Provided a history on the legislation which changed the law on collective bargaining for
public sector employees. UNM claims it is exempt because it already had an existing
policy on collective bargaining for certain categories of employees. What is being
challenged now is UNM' s "grandfathered" status and whether UNM falls under the new
rules of the state. The Regents believe that collective bargaining which would allow
faculty and professional staff to unionize would change the character of the university.
The faculty at the Gallup branch has petitioned for unionization. UNM Regents and
administration will go to court with these petitioners for a legal interpretation of the
language of the legislative policy and for a decision on UNM' s "grandfathered" status.
• Provided an update on the status of her candidacy at another university. Provost Coleman
•
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said she has not heard anything since the interview and does not know whether she will
accept an offer if one is extended. She will keep the UNM community informed.

8. ISSUES 1995-96- SENATE PRESIDENT
President Llull presented possible issues for prioritization and discussion by the Faculty Senate
at future meetings.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

core competencies issues
post-tenure review issues
the Senate's role in implementing UNM 2000
teaching and evaluation of teaching
AF&T revision of section B of the Faculty Handbook
developing a dispute resolution process for faculty
a Faculty Senate task force committee to recommend a faculty regent
CIRT's representation relative to computerization on campus

After discussion, senators agreed that the issues of affirmative action, dispute resolution
process for faculty, and the rights of faculty to unionize should be addressed in the immediate
future.

9. NEW BUSINESS
During this item, faculty comments and observations regarding non-agenda items that fall
within the purview of the Faculty Senate will be considered.
Professor Richard Berthold (History) read the following resolution for consideration and
adoption.
The Faculty of the University of New Mexico affirm that the only valid parameters
for judging an individual are character, intellect and personal skills and that
evaluations based on group characteristics, such as race or gender, are inherently
wrong and misleading and consequently ought not to be employed in selection
processes such as hiring and admissions.
It was moved, seconded and carried that this resolution be placed on the same agenda with
Senator Fleddermann's resolution relating to affirmative action for discussion, with
Senate action to occur at the following meeting. President Llull clarified that the motion
as carried was not Senate approval of Professor Berthold's resolution, but approval as an
agenda item to be considered at the same meeting along with Senator Fleddermann's
resolution.

10. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before the F acuity Senate at this time, the meeting
adjourned at 4:55 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted,

ft/ttlu' 41,d,·

611~·

Mari A. Ulibarri
Office of the University Secretary

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary
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NEW APPOINTMENTS ON STANDING COMMITTEES 1995-96

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY
STUDIES
Monica Cyrino
James Jacob (Art & Art Hist)
Fred Sturm (Philosophy)

TERM
ENDS

1996
1998
1997

GENERAL HONORS COUNCIL TERM
ENDS

1996
1997

Richard Mead (Chem & Nucl Engr)
Vera John-Steiner (Educ)

GRADUATE
BUDGET
David Baldwin (Gen Lib)
George Corcoran (Pharm)
Bruce Dalby (Music)
Dennis Feeney (Psy)
Gordon Russell (Law)
Patrica Elliott (ASM)

1998
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996

1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

Scott Burchiel (Phann)
Teresa Cordova (Arch & Planning)
John Lipski (Span & Port)
Robin Meize-Grochowski (Nurs)
AJstair Preston (ASM)
Tim Ward (Chem & Nucl Engr)

HONORARY DEGREE
CAMPUS PLANNING
Blaine Hart (Radiology)

1996

LIBRARY

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Robert H . Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Martin Facey (Art & Art Hist)
Rita Logan (Valencia)
Ed Reyes (Pharmacology)

1997
1997
1997
1997

1997
1997
1997

LONG RANGE PLANNING

1998
1998

SCHOLARSHIP2 PRIZES & LOANS
Patrick Tiekamp (Gallup)

1996

TEACHING ENHANCEMENT

CURRICULA
Barry Gaines (Ofc UG Studies)
Mario Rivera (Public Admin)
Christopher Shultis (Music)
Carla Yanni (Arch & Planning)

1996

Bruce Thomson (Civil Engineering)

William Bramble (Educ)
Gary Ness (HPPELP)

COMPUTER USE
Kent Brooks (Gallup)
Robert Ford (Los Alamos)
George Shuster Ill (Nursing)

1997
1996

Teresa Cordova (Arch & Planning)
Bruce Perlman (Public Admin)

1997
1997
1997
1997

Jean Civikly-Powell (Comm & Joum)

1996

UNDERGRADUATE
Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Mark Holdsworth (Phann)

1997
1997

Richard Mead (Chem & Nucl Engr)
Pamela Olson (Educ)
Kramer Woodard (Arch & Planning)

1997
1997
1997

UNIVERSITY PRESS
Teresa Marquez (Gen Lib)

1998

STUDENT CONDUCT
Paul Mann (Pharm)
Lynette Oshima (Educ)

faccoms\addons.lst
Sept 95

1996
1996
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~ , STUDENI', AIMINISTRATIVE AND EX OFFICIO
MEMBERS ON STANDING CXlMMITI'EES 1995-96

~ffl!C FRF:F:I Of & TENURE

TERM

ATHLETIC CDUNCIL

ENDS

Keith Auger (Elem Fd)
SUsan

Deese-Roberts (Gen Lib)

1997
1997

John Geissman (Errth & Planetary
(Sciences)

Jane Hood (Sociology)
Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art
& Art History)
John QTdahl (Biochemistry)
Hugh Kabat (Rlarmacy)
Allan Parkman (ASM)
Jennifer Predock-Linnell ('lb & lxl)
8ally Ruybal (Nursing)
Janice Schuetz (Cormn & Joum)
SUsan Scott (Pediatrics)
Virginia Shipnan (Fam Studies)

1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1996
1997
1997
1997

*Walt Arnold (alumnus)
Breda Bova (Fd Admin)

I:bn D.lszynski (Biology)
*Rudy Davalos (Dir, Athletics)
*Robert Desiderio (NCAA Rep)
*Linda Estes (Assoc. Dir,
Athletics/Women's Athletics)
Richard John Heggen (Civil
Engineering)
Hugh Kabat (Fhannacy)
Robert Kelley (Anatany)
Alfred Mathewson (law)
Robert D. Rogers (Arrlerson)
Margaret Jane Slaughter (History)
'Ihree student vacancies (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GPSA)

1996
1998

1997
1996
1998
1996
1997
1997

AmISSIONS & REGISTRATION
BACHEIDR OF UNIV STUDIES FACULTY ADVIOORY

Mary Jo campbell (Health Prom
!bys F.d)
Fred Orreist (Registrar)
Ronald c. Devries (EE/CE)
Jeronino D:Jrninguez (Dean, Continuing
Karen Glaser (Dean of Students)
lllis A. Izquierdo (Dept. of
Obs & Gyn)
William
Johnson (Biology)
Anita Pfeiffer (Educ)
~ Price (GPSA)
F.dward Reyes (Fhannacology)
Janet Roebuck, (Acting Dean,
Ofc of Urrlergraduate Studies)
Russ Ranans (Gallup)
Henri Senx:> (History)
<llarlie Steen (History)
Cynthia Stuart (Dir, Undg. Adm.)
Anne Tafoya (Spec Fd)
(VP-student Affairs)
One student vacancy (ASUNM)

w.

1996
1996
F.d)

Ranjit Bose (Management)
Martin Bradshaw (Ergineering)
Monica cyrino (For I.arg & Lit)
Raymorrl W. Hanunorrl (Fbannacy)
James Jacob (Art & Art Hist)
*Janet Roebuck (Acti.DJ Dean,
Ofc of Urrlergraduate studies)
George F. Schueler (Rrilosq:hy)

1996
1996
1997

Mary Margaret Srnith (F.duc)

1996

Anne Taylor (Architecture)

Fred Sturm (Ihilosqily)
F.dythe 'l\lchfarber (NursinJ)

1997
1997
1997
1997

1996
1998
1996
1997
1998
1997
1998
1997
1996
1997

BUDGET
William E. Baker (Mech Ergineering)
David Baldwin (Gen Library)
David Colton (F,d Admin)
George Corcoran (:Rlannacy)
Bruce Dalby (Music)
David Henkel, Jr. (Architecture)
Dennis Feeney (Psychology)

1997
1998
1998
1997
1997
1996
1997
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Joan Johnston (Nursing)
Robert Gary Ness (Health Prom Phys)
cecile Quintal (Med ctr Library)
Gordon Russell (law)
Patrica Elliott (ASM)
David Soherr-Hadwiger (Pol Sci)
*Julie Weaks (Budget Dir)

~s

1996
1997
1996
1998
1996
1997

PIANNIN:;

*Millie Ban1hart (Fast Neighborhcx:x:i Assn)
*Sterling Mathias (Albq. Public Works
IRpt.)
*Artimis Chekarian (North Neighborhcx:x:i Assn)
*John Cochran (West Neighborhcx:x:i Assn)
Mary sue Coleman (ProvostjVP-Acad Affairs)
Russ Davidson (Gen Lib)
1997
*Robert Omnington (campus Safety Dir)
Frank R. Field (Education)
1996
(VP-St. Affairs)
*Con Hancock (South Neighborhcx:x:i Assn)
Blaine Hart (RadiolCXJY)
1996
Jane Henney (VP/Health Sciences)
William H. Johnson, Jr. (Admin, UNMH)
*Roger Iujan (M'.Jr, Facility Plng)
Paul ll>er Lusk (Arch & Plan)
1996
Con Mackel (Dir, Ihysical Plant)
David Mc Kinney (VP-&ls & Finance)
Olristopher Mead (Art & Art Hist)
1997
Gilbert Merkx (Sociology)
1997
*Jesus Montanez (Dir, Police Services)
*Ronald Short (Albuq. Plannirg Officer)
I.eon Ward (Dir, Parking Services)
*Anne Watkins (Alb. Transit & Parking
Dept.)

Patrick Witherspoon (Residence Hall Assn)
One student vacancy (GPSA)
One student vacancy (ASUNM)
g:)MMUNITy EDUCATION

*William Bramble (Dir, Media Tech. Serv.)
1997
*Mary sue Coleman(ProvostjVP-Acad Affairs)
Robert H. Dinegar (Los Alruoos)
1997
*Jerry J:x,rnj_rguez (D3an, Continuing

Andrew Burgess (Philosophy)

Martin Facey (Art & Art Hist)

1997
I.Durdes Irizarry (Medicine)
1996
Rita Logan (Valencia)
1997
Mal:vin Lozano (Conununity Rep)
Steven G. Meilleur (Conununity Rep)
Janet Poole (Orthopaedics)
1997
1997
Ed Reyes (Phannacology)
Barbara Rickert (Nursing)
1996
*Tom Root (Branch Admissions Coard.)
Elizabeth Saavedra (F.duc)
1997
Roberto Sandoval (Gallup)
1997
*Robert Velk (Dir, ~ Dev ctr - MM)
Keith Wells (Ofc of Urrlergrad Studies)1997
Derrarise Wright (Conununity Rep)
*VP Student Affairs
One student vacancy (GPSA}
One community rep vacancy
OOMPUI'ER USE

*William w. Britton (Olairperson Administrative canputing carmittee)
Kent Brooks (Gallup)
1997
*Mary sue Coleman (Provost/VP Acad Affrs)
Richard Coughlin (Sociology)
1997
Robert Ford (Los Alruoos)
1997
Walter Gerstle (Civil Engr)
1996
Joan Griffith (Gen Lib)
1997
*Ellen Goldberg (Assoc Provost - Research)
Richard Harris (PsycholCXJY)
1997
Richard Hennann (Music)
1996
Clrristee King (Med Lib)
1997
Bernard Moret (Rep from Research
Pol comm)
1996
*Richard Nordhaus (Olairperson - Conp.Itin:J
Infonnation Policy Boa.rd)
1997
Eric Nuttal (Chern Nucl Engr)
1996
'l\.rrner Osler (Surgei:y)
1996
Ronald Schrader (Math & Stat)
1997
Patrick Scott (F.duc)
1997
George Shuster III (Nursin:J)
*John Sooolewski (Assoc. VP - CIRr)
1996
Gautam Vora (Management)
1996
Shennan Wilcox (Linguistics)
'Iwo student vacancies (ASUNM)
'Iwo student vacancies (GPSA)

Educ)

David D.mlap (Phys & Astr)
Mina Jane Grothey (General Libr)

1997
1996
2
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CURRICUIA

F.arl Bourne (Biology)
*Fred Orreist (Registrar)
*SUsan Deese-Roberts (Gen Lib)
Robert Dinegar (I.os Alamos)
Ernest Dole (Fhannacy)
Barry Gaines (Ofc of UG Studies)
William Galey Jr. (Fhysiology)
Elizabeth Keefe (F.duc)
*Linda lewis (Collect. Dev.)
Demetra I.ogothetis (Dental Hygiene)
Richard Melzer (Valencia)
Margaret Montoya (law)
Pat Peters (Gallup)
James Porter (ASM)
Mario Rivera (Public Admin)
Scott Sarrlers (English)
Sandra Schwanberg' Nursing
Heru:y Shapiro (Corrp. Sci)
*David Stuart (Eve & WJarl Pro;Jrams)
Christopher Shultis (Music)
Jim Wright (General Library)
carla Yanni (Arch & Planning)
One student vacancy (ASUNM)
'lwo student vacancies (GPSA)
FACULTY ETHICS

&

1996
1997
1997
1997
1996
1997
1996
1997
1996
1996
1997
1997
1996
1996
1996
1997
1996
1997

Elizabeth Kostas (Dntl Hyg}
Jennifer Predock-Linnell
('lbeatre & Dance)
Samuel Roll (Psychology)
James Scott (Anesthesiology)
James 'Ihorson (English)

& STAFF

1997
1996
1997
1997
1996
1996
1997

BENEFITS

*Josie Abeyta (Asst Controller)
Gloria Birkholz (Nurs)
Leticia Gallegos (Student Residence

David M. Johnson (English)
Deborah R. McFarlane (Public Admin}
Patrick McNarrara (Soc}

1996
1997
1998
1996

Richard Mead (Chem & Nucl Engr)
*Rosalie otero (General Honors Program)
James Porter (ASM)
1998
Vera John-Steiner (F.duc)
1997
One student vacancy (ASUNM}

Scott Burchiel (R'lann)
Teresa Cordova (Arch & Plng)
SUsan Deese-Roberts (Gen Lib)

One student vacancy (GPSA)

~

GENERAL HO:OORS OOUN::IL

GRADUATE

ADVISORY

SUsan cameron (F.duc)
Kurt Fiedler (Neurology)

*David Mc Kinney (VP-Bus & Finance}
*Sally Meyer (Faculty Contracts)
*Rorreo Ortiz (Assoc Dir-Hln'nan Resources)
David Padilla (CWA Rep}
Ray Renteria (Mental Health Cntr)
H.L. Ross (Sociology)
1997
Karl Schwerin (Anthro}
1996
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry)
1996
Judy Wright (Employee Health Prem)

1997
1997

1997
1997
1996
1996

William CleGroot (F.duc)
*Edward DeSantis (Asst Dean, Grad Studies)
Ken Frandsen (Comm & Journ)

1996

William Galey (Biorned)
1996
Douglas George (Fine Arts)
1996
*Ellen Goldberg (Dean, Graduate Studies)
John Lipski (Span & Port)
1997
Robin Meize~CMSki (Nurs)
1997
SU-Moon Park (Chemistry)
1996
Bruce Perlman (Public Admin)
1996
Alstair Preston (ASM)
1997
*Alan Reed (Public Admin)
*Virginia seiser (Gen Lib)
1996
Ray Scharbutt (GPSA rep}
Tim Ward (Chem & Nucl Engr}
1997
*Director, Grad Studies (I.os Alamos)
*Director, Grad Studies (Banta Fe)

Center)

James Hamill (ASM)
Marc Ingber (Mech Engineering)
Kari Ward-Karr (CARS)

Byron Lirrlsey (For rang & Lit)
Thelma Martin (CWA Rep)

1996
1996
1996

HO:OORARY DEGREE

Ray Sharbutt (GPSA President)
Charles Biebel (Amer Studies)
Teresa Cordova (Arch & Plng)

1997
1997
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Natasha Kolchevska (For Iang Lit)
1996
*Arthur D. Melendres
(Pres, Board of Regents)
Richard E. Peck (President)
Bruce Perlman (Public Admin)
1996
*Vivian Valencia (University Secretary)
'Iwo IOOlllbers Board of Regents

Gary Ness (HPPEIP)

Ronald Quenzer (Medicine)
Renate Savich (Pediatrics)
David 'Ihompson (Mech Engr)
Julie Weaks (Budget Director)
Fhyllis Wilcox (Linguistics)

1998
1997
1998
1997
1998

RESEARCH ALIDCM'IONS
KUNM Board

Diane Fume (Conununications)
Bruce 'Ihornson (Civil Engr)

1996
1996

LIBRARY

Michael Buchner (Math & Stats)
1997
Arrlrew Burgess (Philosophy)
1997
Peter Ives (General Libr)
1996
Vera John-Steiner (Ed Foundations)
1997
Astrid Kcrlric-Brown (Biology)
1996
Jdm Lipski (Span & Port)
1996
T:inothy 11::Mrey (Biol)
1998
Richard Mead (Chem Nucl Engr)
1997
*Robert Migneault (Dean, Library SVCS)
Churq Fham (F.conomics)
1996
Stephen Preskill (F.duc)
1998
Noel Pugach (History)
1997
Lirrla Schappert (Los Alrunos)
1998
Gary Scharnhorst, En;Jlish
1997
Patrick Scott (CIMI'E)
1996
George Shuster III (Nursing)
1996
Leonard Stitleman, Public Adrnin.
1998
Bruce Thomson (Civil Engineering)
1996
'Iwo student vacancies (ASUNM)
'Iwo student vacancies (GPSA)

1998
Oswald Baca (Biol)
1998
Steven Block (Music)
1997
Michael Borowski (Arch & Plan)
1998
William Bramble (Educ)
1996
Jane Bruker (Gallup)
1998
Joseph Cecchi (Chem Engr)
Mark Otlsholm (Inst. Research)
Jarres Ellison (Math & stats)
1997
Brian Hansen ('Iheatre & O:mce)
1996
Richard Holder (Assoc Prov - Acad Affrs)
Jahn Matthews (Phys & Astr)
1996

Joseph Champoux (Management)
Patricia Higgins (Nursing)
Albert Kudo (Earth & Plan sci)
Arup Kanti Maj i (Civil EngineerID1)
David McPherson (En;Jlish)
Kestutis Nakas ('lheatre & Dance)
Shane Phelan (Pol Sci)
Hallie Preskill (Educ)
Virginia Shiµnan (Couns & Fam Stds)
Mete 'l\lran (Arch & Plan)

1997
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1996

ADVISORS - RE5F.AROI All.OCATIONS

Myriam O.lret (SUrgecy)
James Papike (Inst of Meteoritics)
SU Moon Park (Chemistry)

RESEARCH R>LICY
*Delmar calhoun (Dir, NMERI)
Helen Damico (English)
1998
Philip Duryea (F.ducation)
1997
Mohamed S. El-Genk (Ch & NE)
1996
*Ellen Goldberg (Assoc ProvostjReseach)
Karl Karlstrom (F.arth & Pl Sci)
1997
'lheresa Kokoski (Educ)
1996
Neeraj Magotra (EE/CE)
1997
*Robert Migneault (Dean, Lib SVCS)
1998
Bernard Moret (carp Sci)
1997
John Ordahl (Biochern)
1996
J. Vincent Ortiz ( (Chemistry)
1997
Alison Reeve (Psychiatry)
1997
Sally Ruybal (Nursing)
1996
Nancy Use.her (Music)

SCHOLARSHIP, PRIZES MID u:mNS

Judith ru Channe (Med Cntr Lib)
Javier Gallegos (Mt.JMN)
Kishore Gawande (F.conanics)

1997
1996
1997

*Karen Glaser (Dean of Students)
carol Joiner (General Library)
1996
Larry lavender ('Ih & ranee)
1996
Hugh Martin (Medicine)
1997
*Leo Moya (Bursar, St. Acctg. SVcs)
Pamela Olson (Fiiuc)
1997
Jeffrey Piper (Music)
1996
*Janet Roebuck (Acting Dean, Ofc
of Urrlergraduate studies)
*Karen Stone (Director of Development)
*cynthia Stuart ( Dir, Undg. Adm)
Michael 'lhornas (Lecturer III)
(Gen Hon/Urrlergrd Senn1r Pro)
1996
Patrick Tiekanp (Gallup)
*Ida Romero (Dir, Student Fin Aid)

1996

One faculty vacancy (Valencia)
UNIVERSITY PRESS

Jonathan Abrams (Medicine)
'Ihornas Barrow (Art & Art Hist)
Flora Clancy (Art & Art Hist)
Richard Etulain (History)
*Beth Hadas (Dir, UNM Press)
Enrique I.arnadrid (Span & Port)
Teresa Marquez (Gen Lib)
Ann Ramenofsky (AnthropolCXJY)
T. Diana Rebolledo (Span & Port)

Virginia Scharff (History)

One student vacancy (A5UNM)
One student vacancy (GPSA)

Scharnhorst (~lish)
Fred Stunn (Ihilosophy)

Gary

Nancy J. Uscher (Music)

Gregory candela (Valencia)
Jean Civikly-Powell (Comm & Joum)

1998
1996
*Mary sue Coleman (Provost/VP Acad Affrs)
Lorraine Deck (Olemistry)
1998
Gordon Hcx:lge (Psychology)
1998
Shlomo Kami (E&CE)
1998
Patrick McNamara (Sociology)
1997
Rosalie otero (General Honors)
1997
*Janet Roebuck (Dir, Faculty Instr Cev)
One student vacancy (A5UNM)
One student vacancy (GPSA)

Earl Bourne (Biology)
Jane Bruker (Gallup)
<llristina carter (Gen Lib)
Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Michael Gold (!bys & Astr)
Margaret Grady (Nursing)
Mark Holdsworth (Fhannacy)
Richard Mead (Olein Nucl Engr)
Pamela Olson (Fiiucation)
Richard Reid (MM)
Charles Richards (Mech Engr)
Scott sanders (English)
<llristine Schnieders (Fiiuc)
Denise Schulz ('Ih & Dance)
Charlie Steen (History)
Kramer Woc:x:3ard (Arch & Plng)

1996
1996
1996
1997
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1996
1997

1998
1996
1997
1997
1996
1998
1997
1996
1998
1996
1998

F1\CULTY-STUDENI' CXlMMITrEF.S:

Hemming Atterbom (F.ducation)
1996
Santa Falcone (Public Adrnin) Advisor
*Ben Hamali (Dir, International Center)
SUleiman Kassicieh (ASM) Advisor
Peter Pabisch (For Iang & Lit)
1996
~lly Scoutaris (Asst Dir, Int'l Programs)
'lWo student vacancies (ASUMN)
'Iwo student vacancies (GPSA)

Four student vacancies (ASUNM)
TWo student vacancies (GPSA)

STUDENr PUBLICATIONS OOARD
Wanda Martin (English)
Henry Trewhitt (Jourri)

*All F.ditors

&

1997
1997

Business Managers of

Student Publications
Three student vacancies (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GPSA)

Mary Jo Canpbell (HPPELP)
Gina Geller (Orthopaedics)
Paul. Mann (Rlannacy)
Denis McCarthy (Med)
Lynette Oshima (F.duc)
Jennifer Predock-Linnell
('Iheatre & I:ance)
'Ihornas Reeves (Public Adrnin)
Howard Rooee (Art & Art Hist)
Cllarles Taylor (F.duc)

Diane Viens (Nurs)

1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996

Four At-large Members (faculty or
students appointed by Dean of Students)
Five student vacancies (GPSA)
Five student vacancies (A5UNM)

•ex officio
STUDENr UNION BOARD

*Alex Beach (Alumni Assoc)
*Karen Glaser (Dean of Students)

Ernest Lange (HPPELP)
Nancy Pistorius (Fine Arts Lib)
*Walt Miller (Dir, Student Union)

1997
1996

member
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FY 1996-97 OPERATING BUDGETS FUNDING REQUIREMENTs

The University will present the second and final phase of its statement of operating budgets fimding
requirements for 1996-97 to the Commission on Higher Education on September 15. The first part of
the request, approved by the Board of Regents in August, set priorities for expansion of existing and
initiation of new research and public service special projects. The final phase establishes overall
priorities for the entire University, including compensation and inflationary increases, priorities for
special projects and priorities for formula and non-formula Instruction and General (l&G). I&G
priorities include such things as workload adjustments for formula funded areas, funding fommla
revisions and individual requests for the non-formula component ofthe Universitys l&G appropriation.
The attached Table I presents this overall priority list for FY 1996-97 funding. It should be noted that
the School of Medicine's I&G appropriation is not a part of the funding fomrula. Thus, any increases
for workload or program expansion for School of Medicine l&G must be identified individually and
prioritized. As a result, most of the individually prioritized I&G requests shown in Item #4 of Table I
pertain to the School of Medicine. Sinnlar adjustments for Main Campus fonnuJa funded areas are
included in the "workload" category. The priority list contains estimates of the costs of workload
fimd.ing as well compensation and non-compensation inflatioruuy increases. These numbers may
change somewhat once fommla calculations have been finalized, but those changes should not be
substantive.
This overall priority list was discussed at the last meeting ofthe Fmance and Facilities Committee ofthe
Board of Regents for initial review. At that time, the list had been reviewed by the Planning Cmmcil
and the President's Cabinet. It has now been approved by both ofthose groups and is presented to the
Board of Regents for final approval in order that it can be submitted to the Commission on Higher
Education on September 15.

Summary of Priority Funding Requirement:
1. Full Formula Workload Funding: The highest priority funding need for the University is to seek
continued full funding of the State's fimding fommla for Instruction & General The Legislature has
historically supported this priority, subject to any final "sanding" ofthe appropriations.
2. Six Percent (6%) Increase in Compensation: The request is divided into two needs - 1.) an
average of three percent (3%) adjustment for merit and COIA, etc. and 2.) three percent (3%) that
would be allocated to addressing market discrepancies for fucuhy in comparison with peer institutions

and to partially address staff salary inequities identified in the Staff Salary and Classification Study that
is in progres&
3. Non-compensation Inflationary Adjustments: Non-personnel expenses in the departmental
;: budgets are strained severally to keep up with rising costs. The academic departments are in critical
:.. need for help in c}as.goom and laboratoty supplies budgets. The Legislature has not funded this ~ e t
. ~ in recent years, so the need grows. Libmy acquisitions budgets are &'Ubject to vecy high

inflationary changes each year. It is anticipated that to maintain the current level of acquisitions will
require a fifteen percent ( 15%) increase in funding for next year.
4. Non-Formula Instruction & General Funding Needs: As noted above, the Medical School's
Instruction and & General budget is not fimded by formula. The highest priority needs must be
individually requested. The specific items requested in Table I are listed in priority order and have been
discussed in previous committee meetings.
5. Research & Public Service Special Projects Increases: This set of funding requirements was
reviewed and approved by the Fmance & Facilities Committee and the Regents in August as the first
phase ofthe overall funding requirements statement.
6. Institutional Support Funding for Special Proj~ts: This was a fimding need ~ last
Spring at a Fmance & Facilities Connnittee meeting when it was observed that the Legislature adds
new Research & Public Service Special Projects with fimding that only covers the direct costs of the
projects. No funding for support fimctions such as business office, payroll, purchasing, human
resources, legal counsei and the many other Institutional Support activities that support these
programs has been included in the overall fimding for the University. The ammmt identified in the
request is calculated using the Main Campus funding formula criteria of six percent (6%) of
expenditures, as applied to state>-fimded Research and Public Service Special Projects except those that
are aheady assessed an administrative services charge (Athletics, Children's Psych Hospital, etc.) and
certain such projects (WICHE, Out-of-County Indigent Care, etc.) where there is very minimum
institutional support required.
The overall requested increase of 14.6 % for state General Fund appropriations is one of the lowest
requested increases to be submitted to the Commission on Higher Education, Governor, and
Legislature in recent years by UNM h reflects the highest priority needs of the University, including
its Heahh Sciences Center and the Branch Campuses; yet recognizes that the amount of new State
General FWlds available next year to support all state agencies and sexvices is expected to be very
limited.

TABLE I

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES FY 1996-97

FY 1995-96 CURRENT APPROPRIATION
181,671,700

FY 1996-97 LEGISLATIVE REQUEST PRIORITIES - IN PPRIORITY ORDER

+ Full Formula Workload Funding
+ Compensation Increases for Faculty and Staff
(1 %

,

,

= $1,721,900)

• Inflationary Increases@ 3%
• Implement peer parity adjustment for faculty
and Wyatt recommendations for staff (additional 3%)
Subtotal
• Non-Compensation Inflationary Increases @ 3%
• Materials & services, equipment, travel, utilities, etc. @ 3%
• Library collections inflation @ 15%
Subtotal

t

J ooo ooo

5,165,700
5,165,700

10,331,400
1,960,000
710,700

2,670,700

Instruction and General Increases

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start-up funding for Pharm D degree (Hlth Sci)
Continue phase-in of equipment funding (all)
Three-year phase-out of medical practice plan credit (Hlth Sci)
Reduce School of Med indirect cost credit to 10% (Hlth Sci)
Reduce tuition credit to I 000/o in extended services (Ext Svc)
"G" component funding for extended services (Ext Svc)
Undergraduate medical education curriculum (Hlth Sci)
Physician assistant training program (Hlth Sci)
Occupational therapy expansion (Hlth Sci)
Subtotal

406,800
1,500,000
I, 100,000
580,400
600,000
600,000
540,000
254,000

73,300
5,654,500

ltaearch and Public Special Project Funding

5,957,700

~ Expansion of currently funded and initiation of new
~ · · special projects

· Institutional Support Funding for Special Projects

~otal Legjslative Request
--··-TOTAL
C&,I .... , . . . . . .

865,700
26,480,000 14.6%
208,151,700

will request funding for any legislatively mandated increase in the employer
of Education Retirement.

UNIVERSI1Y OF NEW MEXICO
RESEARCH AND PUBLIC SERVICE SPECIAL PROJECTS
1996-97 LEGISLATIVE REQUEST

The University ofNew Mexico nrust submit the first phase of its operating budget legislative request
to the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) by September 1, 1995. This first phase includes
prioritization of requests for expansion of ongoing and new separate line-item appropriations for
research and public service special projects. The second phase of the University's legislative request
will include requested changes in formula Instruction and General, School of Medicine (non-formula)
Instruction and General, as well as compensation and inflationary adjustments. This second phase
of the request must be submitted to the Commission by September 15, 1995. The institution is
currently working with the CHE and other institutions to establish priorities for the second phase of
the request, particularly as they relate to formula revisions. The Regent's will review that second
phase of the University's legislative request at their September meeting. In order to meet the
September 1, 1995 deadline for submission of research and public service special project expansion
requests, those requests must be prioritized and approved by the Board of Regents during their
August meeting.
Requests for expansion of existing projects and initiation of new projects were submitted by Deans
and Directors to the Provost and Vice Presidents for consideration. Requests by Student Government
were also submitted. Initial requests totaled over $20 million. These initial requests were reviewed,
prioritized and reduced to $11 by the Provost and Vice Presidents. Subsequently, the lists were
further reduced to total $5.9 million by the President's Cabinet. The prioritized lists, as reduced by
the President's Cabinet, were then taken to the Planning and Budgeting Subcommittee of the
University Planning Council. That subcommittee integrated the individual lists into one unified
priority list for the entire University. That integrated list is shown on page 1 of Table I. (Page 2 of
Table I shows the appropriations to the University for Instruction and General purposes, and page
3 of Table I show the appropriations for Research and Public Service projects for which no new
funding will be requested in FY 1996-97.) On Wednesday, July 26, the full Planning Council will
review the list as prioritized by the Planning and Budgeting Subcommittee. If any changes are made
when the Planning Council reviews the list, members of the Finance and Facilities Committee will be
notified of those changes by FAX. Also included in the attached materials is a brief description of
each of the requested changes in special project funding.
Table II is the first draft of the projected legislative request priority list for the University> s overall
budget. The final list will be brought to the Regents for approval in September, but the draft has
been prepared to provide preliminary framework to show where the University will probably rank
special project expansion in the overall priority list that will be presented for 1996 legislative funding.
Numbers on Table II are preliminary estimates and will change as more precise calculations of
formula funding are made.
Current legislative appropriations to the University ofNew Mexico total $181,671,700. Of that
amount, $154,983,150 is appropriated for instruction and general purposes and the remaining
$26,688,550 is for special project fonding. Requested expansion in special projects would represent

J

a $5,957,700 (22%) increase in special project funding. Anticipated requests for revisions of
funding in the l&G sections of the University's appropriation and for compensation and inflationary
increases will add approximately $19,656,600 to this amount; thus producing an overall request for
increase in funding of approximately $25,614,300 (14.1%). By way of comparison, the overall
legislative request submitted by the University for the 1995 appropriation process totaled
$30,129,295, a 17.3% increase over the prior year. As the University prepares its legislative request,
the task at hand is to identify the funding needs of the University, not to balance the state budget.
However, given preliminary revenue estimates from state government, it seems apparent that Higher
Education probably should anticipate that the maximum increase available from the state will be in
the range of a 3% to 5% over current appropriations (between $5.4 and $9.1 million for UNM,
including Main Campus, Health Sciences and Branch Campuses). Thus, in preparing the attached
priority lists, some thought has be given to limiting the University's legislative request in comparison
to the prior year request, in consideration of the change in economic conditions at the state level.

I
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TABLE II

tJNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE REQUEST FY 1996-97
Project TitJt

199S-96 Base Approp
TOTAL

B&K.
(Recurrin

1996-97 Le c la la• 11 v t Rt II au t
Adjustments
l'!!ur Euad1
to Base
Amount
Priori

Tulal
+New

PROGRAM CHANGE REQUESTS FOR 1996-97 ON-GOING AND NEW PROJECTS
(PRIORITIES APPLY TO NEW FUNDING ONLY NOT TO EXISTING BASE APPROPRIATIONS)
New Grad. & Prof Student Research
New Recruit Excep. Grad Stu
Locwn Tenens
0
New RN-BSN Distance Educ.
New Arts of the Americas
Youth Ed Rec./Natural High
0
Children's Psych Hospital
0

201,300

201,300
Fonnula Fwiding will be deducted

0

Nat. Am. Stu Recruit/Reten

Family Devel Prog
0
New Neonatal NursePrac Training
0 KNME: Equip Replc & Progra
0 Telemedicine
0 Out of Cowity Indigent
,._ ASUNM Legis. Intern
-0 Manufacturing Engineering
0

Substance Abuse
,._ Latin American Data Base

LANA
Judicial Selection

·AlhJetics

500,000

2
3

500,000
301,300

398,900

4

398,900
150,000

150,000

5

154,200

2,732,100

25,000

6

2,732,100

126,800

7

450,000
150,000

8
9

179,200
2,858,900

148,900

50,000

IO

214,400
Received appropriation in 1994

450,000
150,000
198,900

318,000

11

532,400

125,000

12

125,000

75,000

13

75,000

300,000

14

300,000

341,500
152,500

15
16

120,000

17

341,500
7S6,100
120,000

50,000
320,000.

18
19

100,000

20
21
22

148,900
214,400

New UNM CARES
New High Performance Computing
New Center for Population Health
0 F.mergency Med Svc Acad
New Arid Americas

1

500,000
100,000

154,200

NcW Biomechanics Center

New Math & Sci K-8
Hispanic Student Svc Cntr
0
Area Health Education Cntr
0

500,000

603,600

603,600

200,000

200,000

250,000
320,000
1,226,800

1,126,800

1,126,800
289,000 •••

1,677,200

1,677,200

500,000
15,000

23

186,400

186,400

200,000

24

167,000

15,000
386,400

167,000

100,000

25

267,000

50,000

26

50,000

75,000

27

75,000

15,000
150,000

28
29.

78,500
2,614,400

63,500
2,330,100

9,805,500

500,000

63,500
2,464,400 •

10J28,800

0

5,9571700

789,000
2,177,200

l61186JOO
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TABLE II

UNJVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE REQUEST FY 1996-97
1995-96 Bau Approp
TOTAL

Projttt Title

1996-97 Le & is I u t Ive R, q u u t
Adjustments
Nt w Fu n dI
to ~
Amount Priori

INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL (l&G) F1JNDING
(See Table I for estimates of requested increases in I & G.)
FORMULA GENERA TED FUNDING (Actual increases will be determined by formula-these are estimates)

Main Campus l&.G

113,249,000

Extended Services

1,248,200

Taos Education Center

112,612,300 •

293,300 .

1,094,750

293,300

Subtotal Formula

114,790,500

.NON-FORMULA l&G
School of Medicine l&G

3116421600

3JJ801000 • &. •••

31,642,600

31,380,000

Subtotal Non-Formula

112,612,300

1,094,750 ••

293!300

114,000,350

0

0

114,000,350
Priority
31,380,000

0

0

31,380,000

BRANCH CAMPUS-TWO YEAR-FORMULA I&G
Los Alamos

1,402,900

1,402,900

Valencia

1,402,900

2,681,800

2,681,800

Gallup

2,681,800

5!5181100

515181100

9,602,800

9,602,800

Subtotal

5Jl81100

0

0

9,602,800

DISCRETIONARY FUNDING

Main Campus

InI&.G Base

(134,300 in I&. G Base)

Branch Campuses

InI&GBase

(134JOO in I & G Base)

Subtotal

In I&.G Base
In I&GBase

0

0

0

0

0

156,035,900

15419831150

0

0

15419831150

,:-

. Tobi I

& G Funding

ha Mam Campa I .l G t o ~ project
ha Exrcnded Savxa I .l G t o ~ projecL
ha School ofMedicn I .I. 0 t o ~ projecL
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VNJVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE REQUEST FY 1996-97
project Titk

199S-96 B~ Approp
TOTAL

lwf..
(Rttunin

TABLED

1996-97 Le Cis Is at i" e Re q u u t
Adjustments
N c w F u n d...J
to Base
Amount
Priori

CUJUUNTLY FUNDED RESEARCH & PUBLIC SERVICE PROJECTS- NO PROGRAM CHANGE REQUESTED

tfA1N CAMPUS
1990 Census
Advanced Materials Lab
Center for SW Research:
Center for Regional Stud.
Spanish Colonial Research
The Vargas Project
Gallup Teacher Ed
Geographic Alliance

ISTEC

Minority Graduate Recruit.
Morrissey Hall
Native American Inteiven
NM Historical Review
NM Judicial Education Cntr
NM Natural Heritage
OITEC
Resource Geog. Info Sys
ScilEngr Wmns Career Dev
· Spanish Resource Center
SW Indian Law Clinic
WICHE
Wildlife Law Education
Youth Leadership

53,400
74,200
735,700
232,800
0
In Extended Svc
50,400
208,000

260,700
104,200
197,500
103,300
117,800
193,000
14,800
47,800
85,300
2,163,700
59,400
99,000

1,797,400
2,387,900
99,000
InI&GBase
167,300
19,000
474,500
1,955,300
2,291,200
140,400
178,100
176,100
777,600
434,800
130,700

53 ,400
74,200
735,700
232,800
0
153,450 ••
50,400
208,000
200,000 •
100,000 •
260,700
104,200
197,500
103,300
117,800
193,000
14,800
47,800
85,300
2,163,700
59,400
99,000

53 ,400
74,200
735,700
232,800
51,700
153,450
50,400
208,000
200,000
100,000
260,700
104,200
197,500
103,300
117,800
193,000
14,800
47,800
85,300
2,163,700
59,400
99,000

51,700

1,797,400
2,387,900
99,000
176,000 •••
167,300
19,000
474,500
1,955,300
2,291,200
140,400
178,100
176,100
777,600
434,800
130,700

1,797,400
2,387,900
99,000
176,000
167,300
19,000
474,500
1,955,300
2,291,200
140,400
178,100
176,100
777,600
434,800
130,700

15,830,300

16,459,750

51,700

0

16,511,450

181,671,700

181.671,700

51,700

5,957,700

187,681,100

hn Mam Campus I & 0 to lpeCiaJ proj«t.
hn Extended Scmca I & 0 to ,pecial project
hn School ofMedicine I & 0 to lpeCiaJ project.

Draft #6
8/ 18/95

The UNM Strategic Plan:
The University of New Mexico's Vision
for the Year 2000 and Beyond
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PROLOGUE

"The UNM 2000 Plan for the Year 2000 and Beyond" is intended to guide decisions and
actions at the University of New Mexico, from broad policy and resource allocation decisions to
academic plans and evaluation within colleges and departments. It also suggests measures to track
progress in meeting the goals contained in the plan.
The Board of Regents adopted this plan on
as the successor to "UNM
2000," the long-range plan that was adopted in 1990. The UNM Planning Council developed the
1995 plan, involving the University community and external groups in the process.

Mary Sue Coleman
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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MISSION
The mission of the University of New Mexico is to educate students by developing their
intellectual and creative skills and capabilities so students may be well-equipped to participate in
the world as productive and enlightened individuals. The University, including its branch
campuses and educational centers, is a leading partner in the statewide higher education sector
and, as such, plays a special role by serving the educational needs of the citizens of the State in
ways that take advantage of its special characteristics and its wide range of academic and
professional fields.
The University develops and offers comprehensive educational programs at the associate,
baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels. The University conducts research and engages in
scholarly and creative activities to support undergraduate, graduate and professional educational
programs and to create,_interpret, apply and accumulate knowledge. The University contributes
to the quality of life in New Mexico and beyond by providing to the public selected services that
are part of, contribute to, or originate from the University's teaching and scholarly activities.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF UNM
The University of New Mexico offers active teaching and learning in an environment in
which world-class research and creative endeavors take place. Our students can choose from a
myriad of academic programs in the arts, sciences and humanities knowing that their classroom
and laboratory experiences will be enriched by the associated research and creative activities of
the University.
Because ofUNM's position as a major research university and its commitment to students,
undergraduates can expect to be taught and mentored by leading scholars in their fields of study.
This opportunity to interact with nationally regarded scholars is important not only in enriching
an undergraduate student's education, but also in opening up career and graduate training
opportunities that might not otherwise be available. In addition, undergraduates are exposed to
outstanding graduate students who sometimes participate in the undergraduate teaching mission
and who often serve as research mentors and academic role models. UNM's students deserve
nothing less than this. The University plays an important educational role in the business
community and economic development of New Mexico. UNM has also benefited from and
contributed to New Mexico's leadership in advanced science and technology.

As an integral part of the Southwest, the University has academic programs that recogniz.e
the attributes of the region. In addition, the University has long had interaction with Latin
America through collaborations that build on our complementary strengths.
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As a university located in a region in the United States in which many cultures have
developed in concert for centuries, the University has special opportunities and challenges in
higher education. Not only does this setting challenge us to provide educational experiences that
preserve these cultures, but it also provides a rich environment of ideas and experiences that serve
as a living laboratory for our students and faculty.

UNIVERSITY VALUES

The values of the individuals who teach, learn and work at UNM have shaped over time
the values of the University. Our values provide a frame of reference for making decisions.
They contribute to the general atmosphere of the University and then guide us in our teaching,
our pursuit of knowledge and our public service.
•

Academic Freedom: As a center of knowledge, the University adheres to the
doctrines of academic freedom and free speech. The University will continue to
protect the exploration of ideas and will encourage inquiry by students, faculty and
staff. At the same time the University opposes statements and activities that reflect
bigotry and prejudice and consequently tend to diminish active participation by all
elements of the academic community and to inhibit the free expression of ideas.

•

Diligence and Initiative:
diligence and hard work.

•

Diversity Within the Academic Community: The University values the diversity

The University encourages initiative and rewards

of its students, faculty, staff and the other people with whom it interacts. Our
differences give the University strength. Above all, the University is a forum for
the expression, consideration and evaluation of ideas. The educational process on
our campus is clearly enriched and strengthened by the fact that these ideas arise
and are evaluated from such diverse perspectives.
•

Excellence: At the University, we value excellence and creativity in our people,
in our programs, in our facilities. We have a responsibility to encourage and
develop excellence among our faculty, staff and students. We are committed to be
leaders.

•

Integrity and Professionalism: Integrity and ethical and professional behavior by
individuals associated with UNM are essential in order for students, faculty, staff
and the public to have trust in the University.
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THE PLANNING CONTEXT
Environmental trends and issues, along with UNM's strengths and weaknesses, form the
context for UNM's strategic plan. UNM is shaped not only by its history and vision, but also by
the world around it.

I. Major Environmental Trends and Issues
1) Demand for Services
•

The population of the state is expected to increase by 14% between 1995 and 2005,
with the 20-29 age group increasing by 17%. The number of high school
graduates will likely increase nearly 20% over the same period. These
demographic trends should increase demand for access to higher education in New
Mexico.

•

Demand for access to higher education will continue to increase among groups
which have traditionally been under-represented in higher education in New
Mexico.

•

Because of greater convenience and lower cost, the state's two-year higher
education campuses will continue to grow more rapidJy than the four-year
campuses.

•

Overall demand for research by the federal government will decline for the
foreseeable future. However, the decline will not affect aJI areas of research
equally, and some areas will increase.
Industrial demand for applied,
commercially transferable research will grow.

•

The public increasingly will expect the University to address social problems,
including health care, and to enrich the quality of life in New Mexico. There will
also be increasing demand for individualized client and patient care services.

2) Resource Availability
•

Both the New Mexico and Albuquerque economies are expected to be relatively
strong for the foreseeable future. State general fund revenues are likely to increase
on the order of 6% per year, excluding any changes in tax structure. Nevertheless,
higher education's share of these tax revenues is not expected to increase
significantly because of pressures to fund other state services.
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•

As indicated above, federal funding will be scarce overall; the areas that will be
affected include financial aid, reimbursed services and research. Industrial funding
of applied research will likely grow.

•

Generally, universities will face a growing gap between the costs of satisfying
demand for their services and the supply of resources. This gap will occur in both
operating and capital resources.

•

There will be a growing national and local debate about the most effective and
efficient means of providing support services in the public sector including
privatization, at-home workers and temporary services.

•

Restructuring of the nation's health care system will be ongoing. This
restructuring will place great pressure on health care resources, including patient
bases.

3) Competition
•

The environment described above will result in heightened levels of competition
for scarce resources, not only among institutions of higher education, but also
between these institutions and other kinds of organizations. Further, this
competition will be felt in all mission areas.

•

Universities will have to compete with a growing range of alternative delivery
systems for higher education.

•

Cost-consciousness, both public and private, will continue to create an environment
of intense price competition within higher education.

•

The rapidly changing health care system will create a challenging competitive
environment.

4) Accountability/Stewardship
•

Accountability is one of the most pressing issues facing higher education today.
The public, government, students and accrediting bodies all increasingly expect
higher education institutions to be both effective and efficient.

•

The quality of instruction, research, and public and client services will be
increasingly important. Moreover, quality will tend to be measured in terms of the
results achieved rather than the resources consumed.
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•

Institutions of higher education increasingly will be held accountable on issues of
diversity and campus climate. Recruitment and retention of minority students,
faculty and staff will be of growing importance.

5) Technology

•

•

Technological changes will continue to accelerate. These changes will have an
impact not only on how higher education delivers its programs, but also on the
educational content of those programs. Technological changes will be so profound
that they will transform institutional structures and employee roles.
Distance learning, which uses a variety of technological tools, increasingly will be
employed as an effective and economical way to reach dispersed populations. The
concept that each campus has a geographical "service area" has already become
obsolete.

6) Public Policy
•

State-level public policy will focus on articulation of programs between
institutions, on distance education and on accountability. The state's policy makers
will focus more on the quality of higher education and will look increasingly at
student "outcomes," that is, what graduates know and are able to do. The state
will also consider some element of performance-based funding for higher education
rather than relying exclusively on a formula that depends on enrollment increases
to generate new dolJars for colleges and universities. Higher education and its
members will have to respond to expectations to be more efficient and effective.

•

Federal policy regarding existing student financial aid programs is likely to be
more restrictive. On the other hand, some regulatory relief in this area is likely,
especially for institutions that meet certain performance criteria. There will be
continuing debate over income tax deductions for college expenses.

•

As stated above, federal policy regarding direct research funding is expected to be

less favorable. However, opportunities for higher education may exist in the new
approaches now being considered for the distribution of federal funds to state and
local governments.
•

Dramatic restructuring of the health care system will occur. Public policy at the
federal, state and local levels will affect on this restructuring in important ways.
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7) Public Perceptions/Image·

•

•

Most New Mexicans (about 60%) perceive UNM to be "very" or "somewhat"
good. Impressions are most favorable among respondents who live outside
Bernalillo County and are Hispanic.

•

Among the survey respondents, UNM is best known for its sports teams (about
33%), cultural diversity (about 14%), and its graduate programs (about 12%).
Among UNM's offerings, the University Hospital is the best known, followed by
the basketball program and the undergraduate program.

•

From among those respondents who said they would choose to attend UNM, the
most frequent reason for picking UNM is that it is close to home, family and
friends, fo11owed by academic excellence and the availability of a specific program.
The most frequent reason for choosing other universities is academic excellence,
followed by the reputation of the college.

•

When asked to evaluate the stringency of UNM's admissions policies, most
respondents consider them about right and fair to all ethnic and racial groups.
However, a significant fraction perceive them to be "too lenient" and about 40%
of African American respondents perceive unfair admissions.

•

When asked to evaluate the current level of emphasis on research at UNM, nearly
half (about 49%) prefer to increase emphasis on basic research, and a majority
(about 70%) want to see an increased emphasis on applied research.

Based on results from a survey of 1,030 New Mexicans about perceptions ofthe University
of New Mexico. The data were collected in June and July 1994 by the UNM Survey
Research Center. Similar surveys will be conducted at regular intervals.
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II.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Virtually every environmental trend and issue described above can be viewed both as a
threat and an opportunity for the University. In facing this challenging environment,
UNM must be realistic about its strengths and weaknesses. Clearly, there are a number
of strengths:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasingly able students, faculty and staff;
A wide range of academic and public service programs;
Rapidly increasing research capabilities and attainments;
A number of programs that have achieved national -- even international
recognition;
An outstanding Health Sciences Center that serves the entire state;
High-quality Branch Campuses that serve the needs of their communities;
Location of the Main Campus in a growing and robust population center;
Numerous international involvements, especially with Latin America;
Excellent libraries;
Beautiful campuses;
A leadership position in continuing, non-traditional and distance education.

In short, UNM is improving significantly in almost every dimension; the "trajectory" of
the institution is decidedly positive.

There are, however, some weaknesses that UNM must confront:
•

•
•

·•
•
•

An underfunded resource base that manifests itself in many unmet programmatic
needs, faculty and staff compensation that is not competitive with peers or the
market, and serious capital and deferred maintenance challenges;
The need for greater emphasis on effective interactions with the people the
institution serves;
The need for improved recruitment and retention of students, faculty and staff from
underrepresented groups;
A public image that is not as good as the underlying reality and that needs to be
improved, especially among some segments of the population;
The need for better internal administrative systems and procedures and for
improved training and development of employees;
An organizational structure that is not always the most efficient or effective.
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The University of New Mexico Will Embody

Scholarship and Academic Excellence

Leadership in Addressing Public Policy Issues
Facing New Mexico and Our Hemisphere, and

Responsible Stewardship
Of Its Human, Fiscal and Physical Resources

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO VISION

The University will strengthen scholarship and academic excellence.
•

UNM will attract superior students, faculty and staff from New Mexico and
elsewhere.

•

UNM will establish itself as a superior national research university.

•

UNM will distinguish itself in the quality of its academic programs.

•

UNM will be a national model of teaching and learning excellence.

The University will lead in addressing public policy issues facing New Mexico and our
Hemisphere.
•

UNM, as the flagship of the State's university system, will lead in improving the
lives of New Mexicans.

•

UNM will demonstrate that diversity and excellence go hand in hand.

•

UNM will be prominent in our Hemisphere as a University for the Americas.

The University is committed to responsible stewardship of its human, fiscal and physical
resources in an invigorating, challenging environment for students, f acuity and staff.
•

UNM will give the highest priority to respectful interaction with the people it
serves.

•

UNM will preserve and enhance the investment in its human, fiscal and physical
resources.

•

UNM will deliver its services and programs in the most efficient and effective
manner.
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SCHOLARSHIP AND ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
UNM will attract superior students, faculty and staff from New Mexico, the nation and the
world by

•

Creating and sustaining a sense of community for students, staff and faculty
that fosters intellectual and personal development;

•

Offering students the opportunity to participate in a range of educational programs
of excellent quality;

•

Providing talented students with the opportunity to succeed in an intellectually
stimulating, richly diverse, welcoming environment whether at the main campus,
a branch campus or through distance education, whether at the undergraduate,
graduate or professional level;

•

Recruiting and supporting well-prepared undergraduate and graduate students who
select UNM because of its academic programs and diversity;

•

Recruiting and supporting a multiculturally diverse, nationally competitive faculty
who consistently demonstrate commitment to both teaching and research/creative
activity;

•

Using technological advances in appropriate ways to enhance the teaching and
scholarship of our faculty, and to increase the productivity of our staff; and

•

Expanding opportunities for interdisciplinary study and research.
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Scholarship and Academic Excellence, continued

UNM will establish itself as a superior national research university by

•

Focusing research efforts and creative activity in areas that take advantage of
UNM's strengths, that address problems of importance to the State and that will
gain or retain national prominence;

•

Enhancing graduate and professional education by maintaining rigorous program
evaluation;

•

Expanding opportunities for graduate and professional students to obtain financial
support, including grant money for research;

•

Helping and supporting faculty and students in their quest for externally funded
grants and contracts by streamlining research administration and providing start-up
funding, seed funding and matching funding; and

•

Integrating research and creative activity with all aspects of the curriculum .

UNM will distinguish itself in the quality of its academic programs by
•

Maintaining and enhancing its core liberal arts education program, which serves
as a foundation for all other academic programs at the University;

•

Supporting professional school programs characterized by academic quality
and responsiveness to the needs of students and the state;

•

Continuing to encourage a broad range of programs, within and across
academic disciplines, that involve the study of the physical characteristics or
culture of the Southwest, build on UNM's links with Latin America, make use
of the state's scientific/technological base and involve the Health Sciences; and

•

Fostering new academic endeavors that are characterized by interdisciplinary
cooperation and cutting-edge scholarship and that take advantage of existing
strengths of the University.
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Scholarship and Academic Excellence, continued

UNM will be a national model of teaching and learning excellence by
•

Strengthening our commitment to hiring faculty who are prepared to be both
teachers and scholars and rewarding faculty who have demonstrated effectiveness
in innovative teaching;

•

Encouraging faculty members at all ranks to participate in instruction at all levels
and providing opportunities for all faculty and graduate teaching assistants to
improve their teaching skills on an ongoing basis;

•

Rigorously evaluating our academic programs with special emphasis on outcomes
and time to degree for undergraduate, graduate and professional students;

•

Recruiting students who are prepared to accept rigorous academic programs and
assisting students who require additional preparation through UNM branch
campuses or the Albuquerque T-VI;

•

Supporting students through an integrated effective system of academic advising
and specialized retention programs;

•

Ensuring that our intercollegiate athletics program and other extracurricular
programs and activities support and are consistent with the educational mission of
the University; and

•

Improving instructional environments and facilities with special emphasis on
libraries, computing, interactive distance education and audio-visual support.
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LEADERSHIP IN NEW MEXICO AND OUR HEMISPHERE

UNM, as the flagship institution of the State's university system, will lead in improving the
lives of New Mexicans by

•

Utilizing our branch campuses, education centers and distance education
technology to increase New Mexicans' awareness of and participation in lifelong
education and to serve the higher education and training needs of local
communities;

•

Responding to the state and its population health and wellness needs through the
teaching, research and service programs of the Health Sciences Center and other
components of the University;

•

Providing cultural and recreational opportunities for communities around the state
by sharing our student and faculty performers, artists and unique collections and
by promoting the arts;

•

Responding to community and professional continuing educational needs;

•

Supporting a research program that enhances the economic base in New Mexico;

•

Supporting faculty and staff participation in leadership roles that brings prominence
to New Mexico;

•

Communicating broadly and effectively with public school students and their
parents about the opportunities for higher education, the preparation needed and
the multiple ways of accessing higher education; and

•

Improving the state's education sector (beginning with parenting and early
education) through research, teaching and partnerships with local and regional
education systems.

Leadership in New Mexico and Our Hemisphere, continued

UNM will demonstrate that diversity and excellence go hand in hand by
•

Fostering a positive campus environment among students, faculty and staff, and an
enhanced awareness of the richness inherent in age, gender, ethnic, cultural and
intellectual diversity;

•

Increasing participation in the University by populations historically
underrepresented at UNM: Hispanics, Native Americans, African Americans,
Asian Americans, students from rural areas and rust-generation college students;

•

Recruiting and supporting a diverse faculty and staff; and

•

Fostering diverse intellectual approaches to teaching, research and creative activity.

UNM will be prominent in our Hemisphere as a University for the Americas by
•

Building on our cultural and historical links with Mexico, Central and South
America and the Caribbean;

•

Communicating our extensive involvement with Latin America across disciplines
within the University by establishing a clearinghouse for our programs;

•

Developing programs with Canada similar to those we have with other countries
in this hemisphere;

•

Establishing academic programs that actively encourage our students, faculty and
staff to master Spanish, indigenous and other languages important in the

hemisphere;
•

Encouraging student and faculty exchanges and hemispheric study programs; and

•

Expanding faculty participation in hemispheric teaching, research and creative
activities.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP
UNM will give the highest priority to respectful interaction with the people it serves by
•

Creating a work environment that is supportive of high standards;

•

Creating an instructional environment that is conducive to high achievement
through state-of-the-art learning technologies;

•

Including student evaluations and peer reviews as factors in faculty evaluation;

•

Expanding the staff evaluation process to include employee review of supervisors;

•

Including quality service as one measure of staff performance;

•

Developing allocation processes that deliver resources where they are most needed
among the people we serve;

•

Designing easily accessible programs and services that are responsive to the needs
of the people we serve;

•

Encouraging advisory groups for University programs and services to include
people using those services;

•

Creating flexible and timely institutional reviews of programs and services to
assure responsiveness to the needs of students, faculty, staff and the public;

•

Collecting and analyzing institutional data according to the most rigorous standards
in order to examine our expectations of ourselves and measure progress toward our
goals; and

•

Articulating broad policies about how resources will be managed.
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Responsible Stewardship, continued

UNM will preserve and enhance the investment in its resources by

•

•
•

Developing compensation programs and performance measurements that attract and
retain the best faculty and staff;
Creating training and professional development programs that help faculty and staff
be responsive to the expectations of those they serve;
Establishing facility management programs that provide the best use of available
space in support of the University's programs and services;

•

Creating long-range capital development plans that relate to the program and
service priorities of the University;

•

Establishing management processes that seek to achieve maximum return on
investment and recovery of value including research products, land investments,
and endowment management; and

•

Developing pricing processes that assure the best value for the dollars invested in
educational and research programs.

UNM will seek to deliver its programs and services in the most efficient and effective manner
by
•

Implementing state of the art information exchange systems to allow cost effective
performance of University business;

•

Seeking to increase the direct dollar investment in the University's programs and
services per dollar of support service investment;

•

Evaluating the processes of delivering programs and services to eliminate
redundancy and excessive bureaucracy and to reduce the time it takes to
accomplish tasks and meet goals;

•

Designing new programs and services that take advantage of new, more efficient
technologies and delivery systems; and

•

Creating standards of facilities design that take advantage of new technologies with
respect to resource requirements (i.e., energy consumption, security and flexibility
of use).
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MEASURES

This section of the long-range plan contains measures that the University and others can
use to track progress toward meeting the vision, goals and expectations contained in the body of
the plan. These form a sort of "report card" -- indicators that can be measured in a reasonably
straightforward manner.
In this age of data collection and analysis, the University will also use many other
quantifiable measures such as the full results of surveys, detailed demographic statistics, internal
and peer comparisons. This more detailed information will be particularly important in
understanding more precisely how and where within the University we are making progress and
also where we need to direct more attention. Vice presidential areas, schools, colleges and
departments will develop appropriate measures within their units to track their progress in meeting
goals consistent with this long-range plan. As we work with the measures, we will undoubtedly
develop new measures, drop those that are not useful and modify the targets as appropriate.
At least as important as the quantifiable measures that can be tracked from year to year are
the more qualitative factors -- program evaluations, accrediting reports, general reputation and
campus climate. People have long spoken of UNM as a place with great potential. We are
striving for UNM to be the outstanding institution it has the potential to become and to be
recognized as such. A broad range of measures will help chart that course.
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Leadership Goals
and Measures
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Leadership Goals
and Measures
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The Faculty Senate Operations Committee usually meets on Fridays 11:30 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. in Scholes 100. Input on all matters of importance to faculty at UNM is
appreciated. Please communicate directly with Senate President Harry Llull or with
any member of the Senate Operations Committee.
FACULTY SENATE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 1995-96
Harry Llull, 277-4734, hllull@unm.edu
Bud Wildin, 277-6288, wildin@unm.edu
Beulah Woodfin, 277-0102, bwoodfin@medusa.unm.edu
Richard Melzer, 865-1630, Valencia Campus, rmelzer@triton.unm.edu
Bill Kane, 277-3243, kane@unm.edu
Charles Fleddermann, 277-5628, cbf@chtm.eece.unm.edu
Issues for Regents Subcommittees or Faculty Senate Committees should be directed
to designated liaison(s) of these committees.

REGENI'S SUBCOMMITTEE LIAISONS 1995-96
Harry Llull, Charles Fleddermann
Academic/Student Affairs Committee
Bud Wildin, Bill Kane
Finance and Facilities Committee
Beulah Woodfin
Health Sciences Committee
FACULTY SENATE COMMITIEE LIAISONS 1995-96
Harry Llull
Curricula, Senate Graduate, Library, Research Policy,
Post-Tenure Review Task Force
Bud Wildin
Budget, Campus Planning, Long Range Planning
Beulah Woodfin
Admissions and Registration, Athletic Council, Faculty and. Staff Benefits,
Student Standards and Grievances, Core Competencies Task Force
Richard Melzer
Community Education, KUNM, Scholarships a1:d Pr~zes, Student
Publications, Teaching Enhancement, Uruvers1ty Press
Bill Kane
Bachelor of University Studies, Faculty Ethics and Advisory,
General Honors, Honorary Degree, Undergraduate
Charles Fleddermann
Computer Use, International Affairs, Research Allocations,
Student Union Board

RESOLUTION FROM THE OPERA TIO NS COMMITTEE

With the current debate in congress and the recent actions by the board of regents of the
University of California system, the role of affirmative action at universities nationwide has come
into question. This has been reflected on our own campus by the number of articles in the Daily
Lobo, and Campus News exploring the nature and future of affirmative action at UNM. At the
Faculty Senate orientation meetings held in August, affirmative action was identified as an
important campus issue. In order to communicate clearly to the UNM community, the citizens of
the state, and the state legislature, it is essential that UNM articulate its future plans and policy in
the area of affirmative action.
Therefore, the Faculty Senate requests that the UNM administration make a presentation
at the October 10, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting on UNM's policy on affirmative action. A
written outline with the most pertinent information should be forwarded to the University
Secretary in time to be included in the agenda packet distributed to senators before the meeting.
Following the presentation, there will be an open discussion by the Faculty Sepate to identify
principles to be incorporated into a resolution which will be voted on by the Senate at its
November meeting.

GO
NEW APPOINTMENTS ON STANDING COMMITTEES 1995-96

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY
STUDIES
Monica Cyrino
James Jacob (Art & Art Hist)
Fred Sturm (Philosophy)

TERM
ENDS

1996
1998
1997

Richard Mead (Chem & Nucl Engr)
Vera John-Steiner (Educ)

1996
1997

GRADUATE

BUDGET
David Baldwin (Gen Lib)
George Corcoran (Pharm)
Bruce Dalby (Music)
Dennis Feeney (Psy)
Gordon Russell (Law)
Patrica Elliott (ASM)

GENERAL HONORS COUNCIL TERM
ENDS

1998
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996

CAMPUS PLANNING

Scott Burchiel (Pharm)
1997
Teresa Cordova {Arch & Planning)
1997
John Lipski (Span & Port)
1997
Robin Meize-Grochowski (Nurs)
1997
*Jackie Hood (ASM)
1997
Tim Ward (Chem & Nucl Engr)
1997
*Ron Yeo (Psychology) replaces Su Moon
Park for FaH Semester only
1996

HONORARY DEGREE
Blaine Hart (Radiology)

1996
Teresa Cordova (Arch & Planning)
Bruce Perlman (Public Admin)

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Robert H . Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Martin Facey (Art & Art Hist)
Rita Logan (Valencia)
Ed Reyes (Pharmacology)

1997
1997
1997
1997

1997
1996

LIBRARY
Bruce Thomson (Civil Engineering)

1996

LONG RANGE PLANNING
COMPUTER USE
Kent Brooks (Gallup)
Robert Ford (Los Alamos)
George Shuster III (Nursing)

1997
1997
1997

CURRICULA
Barry Gaines (Ofc UG Studies)
Mario Rivera (Public Admin)
Christopher Shultis (Music)
Carla Yanni {Arch & Planning)

William Bramble (Educ)
Gary Ness (HPPELP)

1998

SCHOLARSHIP, PRIZES & LOANS
Patrick Tiekamp (Gallup)

1997
1997
1997
1997

1998

1996

TEACHING ENHANCEMENT
Jean Civikly-Powell (Comm & Joum)

1996

C
UNDERGRADUATE
Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Mark Holdsworth (Pharm)
Richard Mead (Chem & Nucl Engr)
Pamela Olson (Educ)
Kramer Woodard (Arch & Planning)

1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

UNIVERSITY PRESS
Teresa Marquez (Gen Lib)

1998

STUDENT CONDUCT
Paul Mann (Pharm)
Lynette Oshima (Educ)

faccoms\addons.lst
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1996
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SENATORS 1995-96

NAME & ADDRESS

OFFICE PHONE
(# for rnsg.)

FAX#

STEVEN BLOCK
MUSIC
FAC 1116

74202
(78923)

ALOKBOHARA
ECONOivflCS
SSC 1019
JAMES BOONE
AN1HROPOLOGY
ANTHRO BLDG

E-MAIL
ADDRESS

SENATE
TERM

70708

sblock@unm.edu

94-95

75903
(75304)

79445

bohara@unm.edu

95-96

76558
(74524)

70874

jboone@unm.edu

94-96

JUDITH BRILLMAN
25062
EivfERGENCY :tvfEDICINE
ACC4 WEST

26503

jbrill@bootes

95-97

JANE BRUKER
GALLUP BRANCH
200 COLLEGE RD
GALLUP NM 87301

863-7514

863-7513

jbruk@aol.com

94-96

BEVERLY BURRIS
SOCIOLOGY
SSCI 1103

75611
(72501)

79945

bburris@unm.edu

94-96

AN1HONY CARDENAS 75526
SPAN & PORT
(75907)
ORTEGA 443

73885

MONICA CYRINO
73644
FOREIGN LANG & LIT (74771)
ORTEGA 335A

73599

rncyrino@unm.edu

94-96

TOM DECOSTER
0R1HOPAEDICS
AAC2 WEST

23581

tdecoste@bootes

94-96

24107
(SA1v1E)

NONE

94-96

1

G
NAME & ADDRESS
VICTOR DELCLOS
EDUCATION
SIMPSON HALL
ERNEST DOLE
PHARMACY
PHARM

OFFICE PHONE
(# for msg.)

FAX II

74975
(74535)

78361

E-MAIL
ADDRESS

SENATE
TERM

vdelclos@unm.edu

95-97

76333
251-4089 pager

76749

CHARLES FLEDDERMANN 75628
ELECT & COMP ENGR (VOICE MAIL)
EECE L214D

71439

cbf@chtm. eece

95-97

KAREN FOSS
C0111vi&JOURN
C&J BLDG

71941
(75305)

74206

kfoss@unm.edu

95-97

PA1RICK GALLACHER 72930
ENGLISH
(76347)
HUMANITIES 321

75573

gallache@unm.edu

95-97

JOHN GEISSMAN
EAR1H & PLAN SCI
NORTHRUP HALL 141

70884
(74204)

78843

geissman@unm.edu

95-97

DEBORAH GRAHAM
HEAL1H SCI LIB
NOR1H CAMPUS

70639
(72311)

75350

dgraham@biblio

95-97

BLAINE HART
RADIOLOGY
SOM

72269
(20005)

75821

bhart@lizard

95-97

ANDREW HSI
26843
PEDIATRICS
(25551)
AMBULATORY CARE CNTR

26848

ahsi@medusa

94-96

ROY JOHNSON
CIVIL ENGR
TAPY 112

70813

rljohns@unm.edu

94-96

73233
(73222)

NONE

94-96

2

NAME & ADDRESS

OFFICE PHONE
(II for msg.)

FAX II

WILLIAM JOHNSON
BIOLOGY
CASTETTER 278

75140
(73411)

70304

WILLIAM KANE
73243
EDUCATION
(70337)
COLLEGE OF ED E0112

78360

PEGGY KELLEY
SURGERY
ACC 2ND FLOOR

26452
(SAME)

26493

CRAIG KELSEY
EDUCATION
JOHNSON CTR 162B

73910
(75151)

76227

ck ls y@unmmv

ASTRID KODRIC-BROWN
79336
BIOLOGY
(73411)
CASTETIER 167

70304

kodric@unm. du

TOM KYNER
MATI-I & STATS
HUMANITIES BLDG

75505

kyn r@math

LARRY LAVENDER
73660
11-IEATRE & DANCE
(SAME)
CARLISLE GYM RM 109

70708

lavendr@unm. du

HARRYLLULL
GENERAL LIBRARY
CENr/SCI & ENGR LIB

74734
(SAME)

70702

hllull@hal.unm.edu

GEORGE LUGER
COMP SO
FARRIS 325

73204
(73112)

76927

lug r@unm. du
lug r c .unm.

74110
(74631)

0

-97

kane@unm. du

NO

7

97

v"" NAME & ADDRESS

OFFICE PHONE
(II for msg.)

FAX N

DEBORAH MCFARLANE
77130
PUBLIC ADMIN
(SA!vffi)
SSC BLDG

72529

sarah@unm.edu

RICHARD ?v1ELZER
865-1630
VALENCIA BRANCH
(865-1636)
280 LA ENTRADA
LOS LUNAS NM 87031

865-3095

rmelzer@triton

CHRISTINE NATI-IE
SURG & DNTL HYG
NOVITSKI HALL

75584

73750
(74514)

NONE

97

DONALD NEA!v1EN
ELEC & COMP ENGR
EECE RM 236C

73140
(71434)

71413

ELIZABEIB NIELSEN
EDUCATION
MESA VISTA 3008

75018
(72211)

74166

KEES ONNEWEER
MA1H & STATS
HUMANITIES 456

72514
(74613)

75505

PEIBR PABISCH
FOR LANG & LIT
0R1EGA 347B

75335
(77367)

79138

pabisch@unm. du

95-97

STEPHEN PRESKILL
70337
EDUCATION
(72231)
COLLEGE OF EDUC, £0104

78360

preskill@unm.edu

9 97

ED REYES
70608
PHARMACOLOGY
(865-1636)
280 LA ENTRADA
LOS LUNAS NM 87031

78360

ereyes@unm.edu

5-97

enielsen@unm. du

0

-97

9 -97

ru r

{J

NAME & ADDRESS

OFFICE PHONE

FAX#

(# for msg.)

E-MAIL
ADDRESS

SENAIB
TERM

GLORIA SARTO
OBST& GYN
ACC 411-I FLOOR

26372
(24051)

26385

gsarto@bootes

95-97

HOWARD SCHREYER
MECHANIAL ENGR
MECH ENGR 425

78667
(72761)

71571

schreyer@unm.edu

95-97

FRED SCHUELER
PIBLOSOPHY
HUMANITIES 551

73523
(72405)

76362

schuler@unm.edu

95-97

AVARHAM SHAMA
ANDERSON
1924 LAS LOMAS

78887
(76471)

77108

avshama@unm.edu

95-97

KIM SORVIG

71271
(72903)

70076

ksorvig@unm.edu

95-97

SCOTT TAYLOR
LAW
1117 STANFORD NE

72113
(74700)

70068

taylor@libra

95-97

HENRY TREWHITT
COMM&JOURN
C&J 218

75620
(75305)

74206

trewhitt@carina

95-96

HOLLY WALDRON
PSYCHOLOGY
LOGAN 164

77493
(74249)

71394

haldron@unm.edu

94-96

MAURICE WILDIN
11ECHANICAL ENGR
11ECHENGR

76288
(72761)

71571

wildin@unrn.edu

94-96

SHERMAN WILCOX
LINGUISTICS
HDMANrrrns 558

76720
(76353)

76355

wilcox@unm.edu

95-96

ARCH & PLANNING
2414 CEN1RAL SE

s

NAME & ADDRESS

OFFI

PHO

AX

(II for msg.)

BEULAH WOODFIN
BIOCHElvflSTRY
BMSB 257

70102
(73333)

77621

NANCY ZIEGLER
GALLUP BRANCH
200 COLLEGE ROAD
GALLUP NM 87301

863-7614
(863-7501)

863-7615

senate\address.956

bwood in m du

0

SCHEDULE FOR FACULTY SENATE l\1EETINGS 1995-96

September 12, 1995

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

October IO, 1995

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

November 7, 1995

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

December 12, 1995

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

February 6, 1996

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

March 5, 1996

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Kiva

April 9, 1996

3:30-5:30 p.m

Kiva

NO MEETING IN JANUARY

May 7, 1996

3:00-5:30 p.m.
Kiva
(NOTE: l\1ay 7 meeting starts at 3 p.m.)

l'

Fmding True Collegiality
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Welcome To
Post-Tenure Review
JOHN A. GALM
The best part of this experience has beep the totally
unexpected lift in morale it provided me. Teaching is a
rather. well. lonely profession. We deal with students
constantly, of course, but rarely have the chance to see
one another in action or to discuss at any length our
~ o n problems. frustrations, and little triumphs. To
discover that colleagues whom my students speak well of
actually have the same difficulties and aspirations that I
have was remarkably reassurina. We speak often of the
·~academic community," but this was one of the few
times on campus that I've really fcit that sense of
community. .

T

his moving comment, conveying professional
loneliness, even isolation, comes from an outstandma teacher and excellent scholar. He is evaluating a
P<>st-tenure review we had just completed, a series of
five self-study seminars, one and a half hours each, held
~er a period of five weeks. I chaired the sessions, with
Ci&ht colleagues participating, all tenured full professors.
Post-tenure review is now required by policy and con~·~ fo~ 18,000 faculty members in the California State
fi lllvers1ty system. Anyone who has not been reviewed
. or retention, tenure, or promotion for five years is subJect to review of teaching and scholarship by a commit~ of his peers and an °appropriate administrator."
. c concept has a simplistic appeal for the public, and I
:Ok it will become widespread in higher education in
United States.
p...:.
.. '-'c1pants were all professors in the English Dcpartbut their fields ranged from Old English to conlllc> P<>rary poetry. What they specifically had in comtevin ~ that they were subject that year to post-tenure
ew in accordance with university and department
.

:lt,
.

~ tlllthor is chairman of /M Department of Eng/isl, at

·,.

JO$t Stat~ Univ~rsity, San Jose, California.

regulations. I set the first seminar activity, review of a
course syllabus for one course taught by each professor.
(This process actually required two sessions.) At our
first meeting, participants set the other topics for the

W

·~

e were able to turn an
onerous and perfunctory
task into an experience we enjoyed
and learned from.

review seminars: use of audiovisual aids. discussion
techniques, and group study of a short piece of
literature.
What we were able to accomplish was to turn an
onerous and pcrfunctory task into an experience we enjoyed and learned from. Particularly striking to me was
the improvement in morale cited repeatedly by participants. In the following comment noting what he liked
best about the seminars, a second colleague obviously
sensed a state of mild siege in our profession for which
our discussions offered succor and improved confidence:
First, just the tips ..... Second, the even more important stimulus to morale. Our 1roup obviously respects
one another, and we need that affirmation, now even as
we sustain a bit of neptive publicity, say, in the Mtrcury Ntws. Thouah we did not come to any of those impossible resoundina conclusions, like the riJht relationship of comp to lit, we shared a true mutual concern
with our profession and a sense that we brina separate,
solid contributions to it.

A third professor echoes the feelings of both the
previous participants and introduces what were vital ingredients for the success of our seminars, honesty and
trust:
It seems almost a miracle that, in the midst of constant public and administrative demands for yet another
evaluation of our work, we were finally allowed to act
like the professionals that we arc, that we could join
together to ask ourselves scarchina questions about our
teaching and ow learning and were allowed to answer
them honestly, without mistrust.

I

t turned out that they were
aching to talk with each other
about their teaching.

Three years ago, when post-tenure review was first
imposed on us, I was utterly cynical, a feeling most of us
in California shared. Political animosity fostered by
people like then Governor Reagan and former Vice
President Agnew in the late '60s and early '70s created an
atmosphere of distrust of and among tenured profcssors
and student demands for accountability in the '70s and
'-80s added to the clamor for removal of the tenured
immunity we have protected so ardently. We know of
course that we had incompetent faculty in our midstincompetent in the view of some, hardworking but dull
in the view of others, brilliant but erratic about professional details in the view of still others. We also knew we
couldn't prove incompetence at a level of legal certainty,
perhaps not even to satisfy moral certainty. We knew
that tenured professors had been fired for moral turpitude, harrassed for political positions. But we knew of
no tenured professor who had ever been fired for ordinary teaching incompetence, at San Jose State or anywhere else.
And so when I told our Department Policy Committee that we were required to adopt a policy for posttenure review, I presented the matter in a totally cynical
way: '"Nothing will happen no matter what we do, so
let's reduce our sweat and grief and get it done as quickly
and painlessly as possible.•• I was rocked on my heels by
a temporary faculty member on the committee who read
me out for my frivolous attitude. She had to earn her
temporary job, year after year for seven years, with reapplications yearly, interviews, and subjection to
critical scrutiny of her teaching and her scholarship. She
could not understand why we tenured professors should
consider a review once every five years an imposition,
and, above all, she could not understand my treating

this review as a silly joke. She gave me pause because J
knew that she was morally right. I began to look for
alternatives, though not consciously at first because I
thought there were none.
An inspiration came from our supervisor of teaching
assistants, Professor Blecki. She was working with the
T A's on such an apparently simple matter as their
"green sheets" (campus jargon for course syllabi,
outlining course rationale and requirements and specifYing grading criteria; printed on green paper). That, at
least, was something I could try to do with my colleagues under review, to improve their green sheets.
When I spoke with colleagues and administrators about
such an alternative to usual post-tenure review (imitative of promotion review), I got little response, partly
no doubt because my plans were vague and inchoate.
But I had a chance to talk about the plans with an administrator from the CSU system's chancellor's office.
He was very interested, and I used his interest as a kind
of hind-pocket endorsement, thereby getting instant administrative support on my campus and greater faculty
attention in our department. In fact, when we got down
to the actual review, every s1ngle one of the eight faculty
members subject to review this year chose a path of
mutual self-study rather than our already established,
minimal post-tenure review procedures. It turned out
that they were aching to talk with each other about their
teaching.

0

ne of the participants
insisted that we end our
seminars with a discussion of
substance rather than method.
I chose two Shakespearean
sonnets ....

At the first of our five seminars, we discussed green
sheets and planned the rest of our agenda. As it happened,
both of the first two weeks were entirely consumed by
discussion of green sheets. That was a wonderful way to
begin because as we talked about how we presented our
courses to our students, we also talked about our
pedagogy. These were, remember, all full professors,
obligated to this review because they had not been
reviewed in the past five years. It was a wonderful t~t
for all nine of us to share more than l 80 years of experience and to regard our teaching ~ a serio~, professional matter, not expecting or looking for miraculous
solutions-or promotion.

1

I·

' .l

We were matter-of-fact but serious, pouncing on
good practical ideas like these from our colleagues:
• have a conference on students' first papers to
establish seriousness and to get to know students' names
• with students who are writing journals to establish
that they are doing the reading, have them turn in a few
pages each class period in carbon (they keep the
originals; we don't have to lug around huge journals,
and the process keeps students up on their assignments).

D r me as department chair,
..I"1these seminars also provided a
shift in attitude and a lift in
personal morale.

These and other "tips" I recorded and distributed
later to participants.
After reviewing green sheets, we determined the
following agenda for our final three meetings: on·e session on audio-visual aids (a perfect subject for this
aroup since one-half never used them and the other half
did so regularly), discussion techniques (where the left
and right emphatically agreed we couldn't discuss
anything unless we devised means of forcing students to
keep up on reading assignments for every class
meeting), and a final session in which we discussed two
Shakespearean sonnets over lunch. From the beginning
one of the participants insisted that we end our seminars
with a discussion of sut>stance rather than method. We
all accepted that eagerly, and I was allowed to choose
~e texts. I chose sonnets because they were short and
UJUncdiately accessible.
And that session, over lunch, was, I think, our finest
~. terms of facuity engagement. By this time we could
Jointly struggle with two genuinely difficult sonnets:
"How lilce a winter hath my absence been," and "They
that have power to hurt, and will do none." One particiPlnt described it this way:
. The best day was the last. It was exhilarating to
discuss literature with such fine colleagues. It's true that
Tt't ~ave seminars and colloquia, but those gatherings
are UUln,<'ti~ for the most part, and for this one day we
were all enaaaed in the study of a common text.

~ere were minor suggestions for improving the study

t
.

-·

nar process:

that we used one too many m~ti~gs,

each participant should give a sample lesson, that

fooct for our final lunch should have been chosen by

a more discerning palate than mine. In general, I liked
the overall rhythm of the meetings and fcit that we
should not have tried for anything with higher instensity
or density. I had one reservation myself. What if a professor with significant weaknesses were participating?
Would it not be a good idea to have each participant
identify an area in which he or she wanted to improve?
But reflection has made me abandon that notion . Seriously deficient teachers who come to my or some other
administrator's attention are going to be called in to
discuss the problem(s) anyway. Generally nothing we
can propose helps. And what my colleagues were telling
me in more than one way was that trust and openness
were important for this process. So I would not change ·
much .
Let me also emphasize that I did not act as a cheerleader. My colleagues are much too sophisticated for
such an approach and resent it whenever they encounter
it. Rather, they found great strength in pausing to talk
about and question their teaching. And the process did,
I think, improve our teaching, as this participant indicates, in contrast, please note, of our usual personnel
processes that pretend to do the same:
When I heard I was to be "evaluated," my first
response was to assume that I would bear up, survive the
ordeal with as much dignity as possible, and continue on
afterwards, putting the whole thing out of my mind-At
the earliest opportunity. It was a real surprise to
discover that the process actually bad led me to re-think
some of the classes I teach and to want to try some new
things. 71rat effect, I'm sorry to say, is somthing I never
experienced when I was evaluated in years past for
tenure and for my promotions.
For me as department chair, these seminars also provided a shift in attitude and a lift in personal moraJe. I
was, for a change. not hearing complaints from students
about teachers who dido 't come to class on rainy days,
teachers who thought returning student essays was to be
done no more than twice a semester. and others who
thought they had a new way of teaching writing but
couldn't put their ideas into writing because they have a
writing block. Those were the people who took up my
daily time ad nauscum and often made me want to shout
obscenities at them. And yet I had to hear them out and
try to help.
Instead, working with this post-tenure study group, I
got a completely different sense of my department, one
that was in my bones but, because of the distractions of
student complaints, not always in my head. I experienced
the power of eight teachers and colleagues, a solid core
of a permanent facuity of fifty, showing their concern
for teaching and demonstrating their accumulated skill.
It was awesome, and a fine corrective for any department c'hair who may have become cynical or have lost
sight of the great faculty power in his or her department.

